Abstract-Inter-zonal trading in multi-area power system (MAPS) improves the market efficiency and the system reliability by sharing the resources (energy and reserve services) across zonal boundaries. Actually, each area can operate with less reserve resources than would normally be required for isolated operation. The aim of this work is to propose a model that includes the problem of optimal spinning reserve (SR) provision into the security constraint unit commitment (SCUC) formulation based on the reliability criteria for a MAPS. The loss of load probability (LOLP) and the expected load not served (ELNS) are evaluated as probabilistic metrics in the case of a multi-control zone power system. Moreover, we demonstrate how these criteria can be explicitly incorporated into the market-clearing formulation. The non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement across the zonal boundary is effectively modeled. Two system cases including a small-scale (six-bus) test system and the IEEE reliability test system (IEEE-RTS) are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented model. Index Terms-Multi-control zone, probabilistic approach, reliability metrics, spinning reserve, unit commitment.
NOMENCLATURE
The main notation used throughout the paper is stated below for quick reference. Other symbols are defined as required.
A. Indices and Sets
Index of control zone (Area).
Index of generators.
Index of time periods.
Index of line from bus to bus , also used for tie-lines. 
B. Variables
Net injection of bus of zone A at time in case of contingency.
Zone A net injection vector at time in the case of contingency.
Power output of unit at time .
Zone A unit power output vector at time .
Spinning reserve provided by unit at time .
Variable for spinning reserve assistance from bus in zone to bus in zone at time .
Required spinning reserve for zone at time ; determined based on probabilistic approach.
Shut down cost of unit at time .
Start up cost of unit at time .
Zone tie-lines power flow vector at time .
Zone tie-lines power flow vector at time in the case of contingency.
Power flow on tie-line of zone at time ; it is the negative of .
Power flow on line (including internal lines and tie-lines) of zone at time in the case of contingency; it is the negative of .
Binary variable where 1 means unit is online at time , otherwise 0.
Zone expected load not served at time .
Zone loss of load probability at time .
Phase angle of bus of zone at time .
Phase angle of bus of zone A at time in case of contingency.
Zone phase angle vector at time .
Zone phase angle vector at time in the case of contingency.
Binary variable where 1 means the outage of unit causes lost load at time ; otherwise 0.
Binary variable where 1 means the common outages of units and in the same control zone causes lost load at time ; otherwise 0.
Binary variable where 1 means outage of tie-line causes lost load in the target zone at time ; otherwise 0.
Binary variable where 1 means the common outages of unit in a target zone and unit in its adjacent zone causes lost load at time ; otherwise 0.
C. Parameters and Constants
Zone network admittance matrix; zone A tie-lines are ignored.
Zone bus load demand vector at time .
Load demand of bus of zone at time .
Zone total load demand; it is the summation of all buses' demand in zone at time .
Zone node to tie-line incidence matrix.
Maximum transfer capability of internal transmission line of zone .
Maximum capacity of unit .
Minimum capacity of unit .
Price offer of unit for spinning reserve at time .
Ramp-up rate limit of unit .
Maximum transfer capability of tie-line .
Transmission line emergency rating limit.
Reactance of line .
Predefined ceiling value for ELNS of Zone at time .
Predefined ceiling value for LOLP of Zone at time .
Outage probability of unit in zone at time .
Double outage probability of units and in target zone at time .
Outage probability of tie-line between zone and at time .
Common outage probability of unit in zone and unit in zone at time .
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Aim
S
PINNING reserve is the unloaded section of the synchronized power which is able to respond immediately in case of contingencies. It is a critical resource maintained by the power system operator in order to keep up the security in case of unforeseen events such as, generation outages and sudden load changes. The system security can be improved by increasing the system generating reserve. This, however, increases the system operating cost [1] . Now, the principal question raised here is what is the optimal amount of spinning reserve that should be provided? The best answer is that the required reserve in the system should be provided in such a way that the reserve costs and benefits in terms of system reliability are balanced.
Deterministic and probabilistic techniques can be both used to establish spinning reserve requirements. The deterministic approaches set spinning reserve to a predefined amount equal to the capacity of the largest online unit, to some fraction of the peak load or to any combination of both. Although these techniques can be understood and implemented easily, they do not explicitly and accurately reflect the actual system risk with which the operator is faced. As a result, they could lead to over or under scheduling which respectively could be uneconomic or unreliable. Probabilistic techniques, however, can provide a comprehensive and realistic evaluation of the risk by incorporating the stochastic nature of the system components and the load behavior [2] and [3] .
Inter-zonal trading in MAPS improves the system reliability by sharing the resources (energy and reserve services) across zonal boundaries; it positively affect the market efficiency as well [2] and [4] .
The aim of this work is to propose a market-clearing model that includes the problem of optimal spinning reserve provision into the SCUC formulation based on the reliability criteria for a
MAPS.
Two distinct approaches to analyze MAPS can be considered, where the first one is the centralized and the second one is the decentralized approach [2] . In the first approach, a central operator with a full view of the network operates the large MAPS. Every regional operator sends the required data regarding its own network to the central operator. On the other hand, in the decentralized approach, there is no central operator and the system operation is shared among regional operators that are each responsible for their own respective area.
The focus of the present paper will be on the centralized MAPS, which for the sake of brevity, will be referred to as "multi-control zone" throughout the paper.
B. Literature Review and Contribution
Due to inter-area tie-lines constraints, solving the SCUC problem (to schedule generation and spinning reserve) in a MAPS is much more complicated than in the case of a single-area power system. Nevertheless, it is useful to carry out a literature survey that explores the existing methods in a single-area power system.
The idea behind using probabilistic criteria for spinning reserve provision is not entirely new [5] . Two methodologies designated respectively statistic-based (performing statistical analysis and without solving the optimization problem) and optimization-based (along with solving the optimization problem) can be employed in the probabilistic reserve provision. The application of statistic-based reserve provision requires statistical assessment of all drivers making imbalance between generation and consumption so that a target risk level is ultimately satisfied. These drivers include power plant outage, load demand variation, load forecast errors, forecast errors of intermittent generation, and the change in exchange schedules (e.g., [4] , [6] , and [7] ).
Contrary to the statistic-based reserve provision method, the optimization-based methodology incorporates the risk index into an optimization problem, and then the optimum amount of required reserve is achieved by solving this problem. One of the first studies in which a optimization-based probabilistic technique was used for an implicit spinning reserve assessment is due to Guy [8] . He used the PJM method proposed in [5] for economic scheduling of generating units, based on the principle that it satisfies a predefined risk target. Later, several authors, e.g., [9] - [11] and [12] , used an iterative approach to incorporate the risk criteria into the reserve provision problem. The problem was solved in two stages; at the first stage, the optimization problem is solved with initial reserve; in the second stage, the risk index is calculated with the results coming from the optimization problem (post-processing). If the realized risk is not within a certain range of a pre-specified target, the initial reserve are updated, and the optimization problem is run again. Obviously, this could be computationally expensive, since it may require that the optimization problem be solved several times. Searching technique addressed in [13] can be used to expedite the updating process and subsequently decrease the computation time.
The aforementioned references suffer from sub-optimality, since they do not represent efficiently the probability distribution of the discrete capacity outage directly in terms of UC variables. To cope with this problem, [14] proposed an approximate function for LOLP index, whose parameters are system-dependent, to integrate this reliability metric into the UC problem as a continuous inequality constraint. Reference [15] penalized the ELNS cost into the objective function of the UC problem. ELNS metric is approximated using a function resulting from commitment of a particular combination of generating units. The approximated ELNS must be calibrated for each load level. Although post-processing of the results and iterations are avoided, the obtained results of [14] and [15] are not always enough accurate.
To circumvent the above difficulties, [16] and [17] include the risk index into the UC formulation as a continuous variable such that its mathematical form is compatible with the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) algorithm. This methodology was only applied for a single period of network-free single area power system. We follow the idea of [16] in integrating the reliability metrics into the proposed market-clearing formulation to deal with the essential issues of multi-control zone power system.
Note that all the aforementioned literature deal with approaches determining the required reserve implicitly. On the other hand, [18] - [20] and [21] employ a two-stage stochastic programming technique to provide the required reserve explicitly. Unlike the implicit reserve provision approaches, in the explicit reserve provision model, the reserve requirements are taken into account by possible realization of different scenarios and also the physical locations of contingency in the network are effectively considered. However, the difficulty with stochastic programming is that the problem size and the computational time increases with the number of scenarios since a large number of scenarios are often required to ensure the quality of the solution. Ruiz et al. combined both implicit and explicit approaches for reserve management in [22] . The rational of this study was the few scenarios in explicit approach cannot capture the whole spectrum of uncertainty. They stated that the enforcement of implicit method on the scenarios serves a further confidence for the risk averse operators.
Needless to say that both models (implicit and explicit reserve provision) are two different well-known approaches that are used in the literature for the reserve assessment.
It is worth noting that although applying probabilistic techniques for spinning reserve provision has been well developed for single area power systems, this subject is weakly investigated in MAPS. Nonetheless, several papers based on deterministic approach have been reported in the literature [23] - [25] and [26] to solve spinning reserve scheduling problem in a MAPS.
Within the above context, the contribution of this paper is threefold:
1) To determine implicitly the optimal level of spinning reserve in a multi-control zone power system; two established metrics of LOLP/ELNS approximation and SCUC formulation in an unified framework are considered. 2) To extend the reliability metrics calculation for a multicontrol zone power system while the power flow injections in the area borders are accounted for. 3) To model the non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement by introducing the notation of artificial contingency load flow associated with each control zone.
C. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mathematical formulation of market-clearing problem, i.e., SCUC formulation, (Section II-A), describes the methodology for reliability metrics calculation (Section II-B), and describes how the non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement is modeled (Section II-C). Section III presents and discusses the results for a six-bus test system and the IEEE-RTS. Conclusions drawn from the study are provided in Section IV. Finally, the linearization carried out is explained in the Appendix.
II. PROPOSED MODEL FORMULATION
A. Market-Clearing Problem
The centralized market-clearing problem for the entire interconnected power system, including power and spinning reserve scheduling, is formulated as a mathematical optimization problem as follows:
The above objective function is composed of the generators production costs, the startup and shutdown costs and the costs for spinning reserve provided in a multi-control zone power system. The generators'production cost, , is considered a conventionally quadratic function. For expressing in linear form, this cost function can be approximated by a set of piecewise segments as addressed in [27] . The startup and shutdown costs are considered to be exponential functions of off-time and on-time, respectively, of a generating unit [1] .
The objective function (1) needs to be minimized over the scheduling horizon subject to the following constraints: Here, the ultimate decision variables for each zone are and . Constraint (2) represents the DC nodal power balance equation for zone A; this constraint indicates that the load demands of zone A are to be supplied by both local generation within the area and the energy that may be imported from the neighboring control zones. (3) defines the system slack bus for the reference zone. Constraints (4) and (5) enforce that adequate units in zone A are committed in order to meet its required load and spinning reserve while the tie-line flows belonging to this area are respected. Equation (6) accounts for the maximum and minimum capacity limit of each unit, while (7) restricts the amount of spinning reserve at time to be less than or equal to the difference between the maximum capacity and the scheduled power output . Constraint (8) models the possible ramping restrictions of spinning reserve. Equation (9) represents the internal transmission line power flow limits. Equation (10) represents zone A tie-line power flow limits, and (11) are zone A tie-line power flow equations. Note that, (12) specifies the spinning reserve balance constraint in a given zone A; in fact, the spinning reserve requirement for each zone is met through a combination of local and imported zonal spinning reserve from adjacent areas. Note that, unlike power demand requirement which is concurrent across all control zones, the spinning reserve requirements are typically non-coincidental, and the interpretation of spinning reserve balance constraint and inter-zonal reserve variable, , need more consideration. To deal with this issue, additional constraints derived from the artificial contingency load flow, described in Section II-C, are taken into account. (13) implies that the amount of spinning reserve that zone A can provide to the other zones is constrained by the maximum available spinning reserve in this zone. Equation (14) is describing the technical constraints of generators such as startup and shutdown costs linear approximation, minimum up/down time restriction, ramping up/down time limits, etc. For the detailed presentation of all the mathematical expressions of these constraints, the reader is referred to [27] . Constraints (15) and (16) are the reliability boundary constraints. Actually, by imposing the reliability metrics in a zone to be less than the predefined boundary values, the spinning reserve requirement can be set implicitly. The boundary values are specified based on the desired degree of system risk and the conditions under which the system is being operated by a regulatory agency; they are considered to be known in the proposed model.
References [13] and [18] discussed about advantages and disadvantages of ELNS and LOLP, and pointed out effectively that reliability metrics can be incorporated in a market-clearing procedure in three different fashions. The first one is to impose bounds on reliability metrics. The second way is to add a penalty function, increasing monotonically with ELNS, to the objective function of the market-clearing problem through the so-called value of lost load (VOLL). The third criterion is just a combination of the two previous ones. Note that for simplicity in the market-clearing formulation presented in this paper, we just incorporate reliability metrics into the model based on imposing bound on ELNS index. It should also be noted that the proposed model is flexible such that these three fashions can be easily settled on.
B. Reliability Metrics Calculation
LOLP and ELNS are two acknowledged metrics for the evaluation of the system risk. If the unit schedules (unit statuses and outputs) are known, they can be easily calculated based on capacity outage probability table (COPT) [4] . If the unit schedules cannot be determined a priori, these metrics can be explicitly formulated by unit commitment variables based on every possible outage events. These classical reliability measure of LOLP and ELNS for a given control zone A can be evaluated as (17) (18) where and are, respectively, the outage probability of unit in zone at time , the common outage probability of units and in zone at time , the outage probability of tie-line between zone and at time , and the common outage probability of unit in zone and unit in zone at time . The detail computation of these parameters can be found in [4] .
is a set of binary variables denoting whether the outage of unit at time causes some loss of load or not in zone . If the unavailability of this unit leads to some load deficiencies, this variable takes the value of 1, otherwise it takes 0; i.e.,
. It is shown in [28] that this relation can be written by logical constraints as shown in (19)- (20): (19) (20) where and are the upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the constraint . Such bounds can usually be derived from the knowledge of the problem. It is important for the bounds to prevent unwarranted restrictions. Computationally, it is desirable for them to be as tight as possible. In fact a value of M as small as possible (m as large as possible) is of central importance, as this affects the amount of computation in the integer programming (IP) algorithm [29] .
Here, for the constraint may be taken as [lower bound on ] as goes to zero; may be taken as (upper bound on variable ) as goes to zero.
Note that we do not normally use the strict inequalities constraints in LP and IP problem. However, for strict inequalities, we may only be able to give the least upper bound or the greatest lower bound. We can approximate using " " and with a suitable small number as . Therefore, the above description gives the following constraints representation of (19)- (20) Also, binary variable represents the presence or absence of some loss-of-load in target zone due to simultaneously common generator outages in zone A and its adjacent zone for and . This variable can be addressed by (27)-(28) under a mild assumption, which is expected to hold in reality; the areas do not assist their neighbors by suppling the spinning reserve in the case they also experience an outage in their own regions:
The above formulations suffer from the nonlinear behavior of the reliability metrics as they are the products of continuous and binary variables. In the Appendix, it is illustrated that the nonlinear metrics can be re-expressed into mathematically equivalent linear equalities and inequalities of the decision variables.
It is also recognized from (17) and (18) that these two metrics are not computationally suitable, because multiple-outage events have to be taken into account to represent the reliability metrics more accurately. It is worth noting that multiple-outage events with more than two outages can be straightforwardly accommodated in reliability metrics formulation; however, to decrease the computational burden, only single and double outages are considered, and the third and higher order outages are neglected due to their low probabilities.
C. Artificial Contingency Load Flow Constraints
Power demand requirements are coincidental over all control zones; they are, hence, additive in principle (i.e., they are added up to form the total power demand). Instead, spinning reserve requirements are typically non-coincidental and non-additive; in other words, spinning reserve flows across the tie-lines once it is required (e.g., in the case that a contingency occurs in a given control zone and there is not enough spinning reserve in that zone to respond to this event). Generally speaking, this issue is referred to non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement. Accordingly, to represent the non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement, we propose an artificial contingency load flow related to each control zone where it is presumed that an artificial contingency equal to the total required spinning reserve occurs in this zone. Artificial contingency load flow related to zone A defines how the reserve requirement of zone A is satisfied while the imported spinning reserve flows from the other zones (i.e., adjacent areas of zone A) across the borders are feasible; the reserve requirements of all other zones are to be treated as non-coincidental to zone A.
To mathematically model the contingency load flow constraints, the net injection of the border buses of the contingency zone (here, zone A) and its neighbors (all zones AA) are modified. The imported spinning reserve from the border buses of neighboring zones (bus ) to the border bus of the contingency zone (bus ), , is added into the load of bus and concurrently this value is added into the resource of bus . Regarding the load balance (2), the contingency load flow relations for zone A are expressed as follows: (29) (30) (29)-(35) for each control zone that are used for inter-zonal reserve trading modeling. The final model can be solved exhaustively using commercially available branch-and-cut software; for instance CPLEX [30] .
III. CASE STUDIES
For the given data, the proposed model is programmed in linear form as addressed in [27] . We analyze two case studies including a six-bus and the IEEE-RTS test systems to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
A. Six-Bus Test System
This test system consists of three identical six-bus systems (namely areas A, B and C) which are interconnected together using three tie-lines. The configuration of the system chosen for the basic area A is depicted in Fig. 1 . The most significant features of tie-lines are given in Table I .
Area A is considered as a basic area. The information of generating units and internal transmission lines of the basic area A are given in Tables II and III . Subsequently, the cost functions of area B and area C are defined respectively 120% and 80% of the cost function of the basic area. It is worth noting that the transmission emergency rating limits including tie-lines and internal lines of all control zones are assumed to be the same as the transmission normal capacity limits. Moreover, the generators are assumed to submit the spinning reserve offers at the TABLE I  TIE-LINES DATA-THREE-AREA TEST SYSTEM   TABLE II  GENERATING UNITS DATA-BASIC AREA A   TABLE III  TRANSMISSION LINES DATA-SIX-BUS TEST SYSTEM price rates equal to 50% of their coefficient. The failure rate of all generators and tie lines is supposed to be 0.002. The generators' technical constraints (14) are assumed inactive here. The system is tested for a five-hour period. The load data for all control zones is assumed to be the same as shown in Table IV .
Inasmuch as ELNS accounts for both the outage probability and the corresponding average lost load, such a criterion is more appropriate than LOLP in power system operation. Hence, only the ELNS metric is used to set the required level of spinning reserve in this study. The ELNS bound is set to 0.2 MW for all control zones at each hour. Bus 1 in zone A is considered as the slack bus. Table V outlines the market scheduling results including the detailed generation and spinning reserve for each control zone during the five-hour scheduling horizon. In order to save space, only the generators having been committed during the scheduling horizon are appearing in Table V. Table VI compares the market-clearing results determined in a multi-control zone power system with the results of the case when all areas are completely isolated from each other (the capacity of tie lines between areas are assumed to be 0 MW). It should be mentioned that and are the summation of power and spinning reserve provided in area A during the scheduling horizon, respectively. They are expressed in percentage of the load of their own zone (190 MW).
It can be realized from Table V and the first column of Table VI that the control zone C, being incrementally the cheapest one, keeps a greater share of power production (around 143.1% of its load) during the five-hour period without spinning reserve sharing in these periods; control zones A and B serve the remaining parts of system load, namely about 84.5% and 72.3% of their loads, respectively. A first conclusion would be that the power is flowing from inexpensive area to the costly one. In addition, the limited contribution of control zone B in power production on the one hand, and the capacity limitation of the other areas as well as the areas' reliability constraints on the other hand, enforce the control zone B to provide globally more spinning reserve than the other zones, as shown in the fifth and third rows of Tables V and VI, respectively. We note that the total required spinning reserve, , is the summation of spinning reserve provided by its own area and the spinning reserve which the other areas can assist [see (12)]. Not surprisingly, the total required spinning reserve in each area is well correlated with the level of load demand of this area during the operational periods. Table VI effectively illustrates that the inter-zonal trading in MAPS improves both the market efficiency and the system reliability by sharing the resources (power and reserve services) across zonal boundaries; in the isolated system, each area maintains about 41.5% of its load as spinning reserve and totally 124.5% (normalized based on the load of one control zone) for the whole system. In the interconnected one, all areas totally keep about 42.5% % % % spinning reserve for the whole system. Hence, as expected, the total cost of operation in the interconnected power system is approximately 24% less than the operation cost of the isolated power system in this case study. In addition, comparing the average system LOLP of these two cases, we observe that this index in the multi-control zone system is lower than in the case of the isolated power system. So, one can say with certainty that the interconnected power system is more reliable than the isolated one.
In order to demonstrate the benefits of reserve sharing and not the energy arbitrage in the interconnected power system, a test case with similar spinning reserve offered cost but different generators operation cost as in the base case is considered. Herein, we scale up and down proportionally the coefficients of operation cost of the generators in zone C and B, respectively, to have finally all generators with the same marginal cost as for the basic zone A. Fig. 2 demonstrates how the amount of generated power and spinning reserve of different areas vary under different scaling factors. It can be clearly seen from this figure that in the base case (scaling factor 20%), area C has a big share in power production and zero share in spinning reserve provision. However, as the marginal cost of all areas come closer to each other, area C, having the cheapest spinning reserve offer, participates more in spinning reserve provision. In other words, once the marginal cost of all areas are the same (scaling factor 0%), each area is rather able to supply its own load demand by its own generators, and the required spinning reserve is provided more from the control zone with relatively low spinning reserve price (e.g., keep tracking of power and spinning reserve provision of zone C under various scaling factors). (29)- (32) are met. Note that each case corresponds to the occurrence of an artificial contingency in a given area.
Next, referring to Fig. 3 , we analyze in detail the contingency load flow equations for checking tie-lines' flows. Consider the case of area A at the peak load time, for instance. We observe that area A generates 125.37 MW by its generators, imports 53.02 MW and 11.61 MW from area C and area B, respectively, in order to satisfy the load of its area 190 MW. In addition, the probabilistic criteria (here, ELNS) impose that 94.7 MW spinning reserve has to be provided in order to respond to the expected contingency in this area; 71.04 MW of this required One of the most important factors influencing the required quantity of spinning reserve and the system total cost is the ELNS metric. It is observed from Fig. 4 that the spinning reserve, as expected, increases as we tighten the ELNS metric bound; as consequence, the total operation cost increases as the level of spinning reserve increases; i.e., ELNS metric bound decreases. This circumstance is demonstrated in Fig. 5 .
B. IEEE-RTS Simulation
The model is also tested over a 24-h scheduling horizon on the IEEE-RTS [31] . The data for the generators and the loads have been extracted from [32] . All generators offer the possible amount of spinning reserve at a price rate equal to the coefficient of their cost function. The hourly demand data correspond to a Thursday of a winter (week 45) with the annual peak load of 2850 MW (8550 MW for the whole multi-control zone test system). The ELNS metric bound is set to 0.5 MW for all control zones. In order to impose inter-zonal trading among the areas, the cost functions of zones B and C are defined, respectively, 20% greater and 20% lower than the cost function of the basic zone A. Moreover, the rating of aggregate tie-lines between all control zones are set to 350 MW. Table VII presents the comparison of market-clearing results in an interconnected power system versus an isolated power system. It is observed from this table that zone B, being incrementally the expensive one, keeps a less share of power production (85% of its own load) during the 24 h and, subsequently, control zones A and C serve some parts of the load of this area. On the other hand, zone B provides the most parts of spinning reserve requirement for the whole system. This is due to the fact that zone B keeps the lowest share of power production; it has, therefore, more available resources for reserve production than the others. In contrast, although control zone C has the cheapest spinning reserve offer cost, it only provides a small part of system spinning reserve requirement (1.8% of its load) as it participates more in power production (111.7% of its own load).
It is also interesting to observe the effect of inter-zonal spinning reserve trading which has been highlighted once the provided spinning reserve between the interconnected and isolated cases are compared. In the isolated power system, every zone has to keep on average 6% of its load as spinning reserve to satisfy the reliability criteria (totally 18% for the whole system), but in the interconnected one, this amount decreases to 6.9% for the whole system. Therefore, as expected, the global operation cost in the case of interconnected system is much lower than the operation cost of the isolated system. In addition, comparing the LOLP index of these two cases confirms that the interconnected system is more reliable than the isolated one.
It is also helpful to investigate the computation time of the proposed algorithm. The computation time is less than one hour on a 2.67-GHz processor (personal computer) with 4GB-RAM, which is almost tolerable in day-ahead market environment. In spite of the limited size of IEEE-RTS, the dimension of the corresponding problem is important. We note, however, that some modifications such as performance of computing machinery, optimization codes, decomposition algorithms can be made to speed up the computational time.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose in this paper an efficient algorithm for probabilistic spinning reserve assessment in multi-control zone power system. Different control zones can assist each other when a contingency occurs in an area, where it cannot prevent its load from disconnection. Therefore, as demonstrated in the numerical results, this assistance may decrease the required spinning reserve and consequently increase the financial benefit in the interconnected power system. The non-coincidental nature of spinning reserve requirement is effectively handled by introducing the notation of artificial contingency load flow for each zone. The most important advantage of this proposed model is that the reliability metrics can be easily incorporated into SCUC formulation and also conveniently programmed with powerful MILP tools such as CPLEX. Finally, we illustrated the performance of the proposed model using a small-scale example and a realistic case study; the obtained results conclude that:
1) The inter-zonal trading in a multi-control zone power system improves the system efficiency from both the economic and security point of view by sharing the resources (energy and spinning reserves ) across the boundaries. 2) The simulation results for both case studies, small-scale test system and IEEE-RTS, are consistent. The present work is under way to be investigated in a decentralized MAPS.
APPENDIX LINEARIZATION OF THE LOLP AND ELNS METRICS
The linearization technique presented in [28] and [33] is used in our proposed model 1) to transform a product of binary variables in (17) and (18) into a set of additional inequalities with a new continuous variable, and 2) to express the bilinear product of a 0-1 variable and a continuous variable in (18) as a set of additional linear constraints.
Let be the product of binary variables . Assuming that is a continuous variable, this product is equivalent to the following linear inequalities:
(36)
Generally, the basic idea for modeling the bilinear product of a bounded continuous variable and 0-1 variable is to introduce a new continuous variable such that . This product is equivalent to the additional linear constraints as follows:
(39)
Note that if , then the first constraint implies that , while the second constraint is relaxed. Otherwise, when , the second constraint implies that , while the first constraint is inactive.
